Offshore Staff Augmentation
Maintaining an appropriately skilled IT department is one of the most important -- and costly -components of any organization. Ensuring availability of necessary technical and niche skills for
critical short-term projects can mean having these costly resources sit idle during periods of low
demand. Also, in many cases building the necessary expertise internally can be difficult or costly.
Offshore has emerged as one solution for companies that are challenged with accurately
forecasting their internal resource needs while maintaining cost thresholds. Offshore staff
augmentation through Kforce Global Solutions offers an effective, highly flexible solution.

INDUSTRIES SERVED
• Financial Services
• Insurance
• Healthcare

Comprehensive Staff Augmentation

• IT Products/Services

We offer staff augmentation services of two or more resources across a wide variety of technical
and functional skill sets, and maintain a bench of skilled resources ready to rapidly respond to
shifting requirements.

• Manufacturing

For larger augmentation engagements, we have developed sophisticated tools to plan and
track work and resources, allowing us to forecast requirements and ensure skill coverage
and knowledge transfer is maintained. Our experienced team is ready to support strategic
and tactical business needs. Whatever the client staff augmentation requirements, Kforce
Global Solutions is ready to meet them.

Delivering Value
Offshore staff augmentation through Kforce Global Solutions delivers significant value to our
clients, including:
• Cost Reduction – Typical savings are 50-75% when compared to onshore rates.
This provides clients with a mechanism to temporarily augment their resource base
without breaking their budget.
• Skills – With extensive in-house expertise across technical and functional areas and
access to a Philippine graduate pool of 450,000 university graduates/year through our
full-time in-house recruiting team, we can supply expertise in virtually any application,
product, or function to meet the client’s needs.
• Flexibility – Our Manila facilities are open 24/7, so resources can be available during
the client’s work day or around the clock as required. Additionally, the team size can
flex up and down depending on immediate needs so no one is idle and the client is
never without resources focused on key business priorities.

Skill Families
Kforce Global Solutions offers the comprehensive skills our clients expect from their offshore
staff augmentation partner, including:
• Application and Web Development
• Business Analysis
• Quality Assurance and Testing
• Project Management

• Pharmaceutical

ADDITIONAL
CAPABILITIES
• Application Development
and Support
• Legacy Application
Support
• Web Development
• Infrastructure Support
and Service Desk
• Business Process
Management
• Quality Assurance

• Database
• Legacy System Support
• Production Support/Service Desk
• Infrastructure

Contact us today at globalsolutionsbd@kforce.com to learn more!
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